
 

The Danish - Thai Chamber of Commerce visits the Georg Jensen factory in Chiang 

Mai. 

The Georg Jensen factory in Chiang Mai has been 

a long-time member and supporter of DTCC. 

Thus, Board Director Peter Waagensen and 

Executive Director Michael Andersen from the 

Chamber visited the Georg Jensen factory on the 

12 February 2019 in Sankampaeng just outside 

Chiang Mai city. The chamber was welcomed by 

Managing Director Mark Robinson who guided us 

through the factory which is the global and main 

production site for the company. Mark has been 

employed as the MD since 2014. 

 

The visit was a true eye opener to a world 

of precious metal jewelry manufacturing 

of world class craftmanship products 

using a very systematic and controlled 

approach to run the factory with its 585 

employees. It was truly amazing to 

observe the steps from the cast to the 

finished product whether it be silver 

cutlery or a pendant. Some of the classical 

tools are more than 80 years old. 

 

 

The factory is for the time being, only exporting 

the products to retailers outside Thailand from 

the bonded warehouse in Chiang Mai. 

However, there is plans for retail sale here in 

Thailand. Almost all raw materials are imported 

mainly from Europe. Mark explained that the 

more than 100 years old well-known brand 

combined with a timeless design makes the 

products in high demand all over the world. 

The design is more worth in sale than the 



materials from which the products are made from. Being appointed to Her Majesty The Queen 

of Denmark the factory even today produces the Royal Orders of Chivalry. 

Georg Jensen traces its origins to 1904, when the company’s 

founder bearing the same name opened a combined store and silver 

workshop in Copenhagen’s fashionable Bredgade in central 

Copenhagen where the Headquarter still is today. Georg Jensen 

began establishing an international retail presence at an early point 

in the company’s history. By 1935 the firm had branches all over the 

world and carried more than 3,000 patterns in open stock. Out of 

fairness to his customers, Jensen refused to discontinue old 

patterns, a practice common among manufacturers of fine silver and 

tableware. After his death the business was carried on by his son, 

Søren Georg Jensen. The production of the world famous style and design company started 

to move to its current location in 2004. 

More information about Georg Jensen can be found here through this link.  

 


